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Block and tackle

 
By Tal Schwartz

AdBlock Plus, the Internet's horse blinders, last week made an interesting announcement: it is  entering the business
of serving ads.

Not incredibly intuitive, huh?

AdBlock Plus is launching a marketplace for real-time bidding on digital ad inventory.

Advertisements that are deemed "acceptable ads" will be rendered on an AdBlock Plus user's screen in the place of
whatever ad was blocked originally.

The move is an attempt to create an ecosystem of publishers and advertisers that can compete for ad placement
voted on by consumers.

If the ad that I am served beside my Cosmo gossip column is intrusive or irrelevant, I can now vote to replace the
advertisement with a more suitable one.

This is a substantial departure from the traditional ad serving system of more dollars equals more abrasive ads. And
the consumer pushback that has already mounted just from this past morning is a testament to this shift.

But why are we, the readers, upset?

Unrealistic expectations of the Web
The average keyboard crusader takes the Internet for granted.

I click on a video of a panda on a slide with the expectation of receiving immediate gratification. But the Internet
operates on a value exchange.

I serve you content, but you have to let me target you with advertisements. It is  the same reason your neighbor still
gets a roll of coupons in the free Sunday paper.

And in principle, there is nothing wrong with this system.
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Retargeting has the potential to serve me beautifully curated content that is tailored specifically for me in this
moment.

However, this is clearly not always the case.

Shotgun advertising tactics and spam-esque banner ads still clutter your screen unintelligently. And so we slam
down our ice-coffees in frustration and lean over to the girl sitting next to us in the cafe to say, "What's the name of
that ad blocker plugin everyone uses?"

But what do we do now?

Even AdBlock Plus, that bastion of the online and mobile reader, has turned its big red stop sign palm away from us
as if to say, "Talk to the hand because our wallets aren't listening."

But is this really the case?

Take Facebook, for example. In the always-evolving News Feed we get served an endless number of advertisements
per scroll. But do we delete our accounts or slam down our iced beverages? No. And why is that?

Because Facebook humanizes the ads it serves us. It comes clad in friendly window dressing to look like any other
cool account to which you subscribe. It asks you nice questions such as, "Are you interested in the Toronto
Marathon?" before slapping you across the face with the incredibly photogenic guy meme. It inserts advertorial
content seamlessly into our reading lists with a sleek "sponsored" sub-header above it. No clutter, no monkey
business.

Facebook sponsored content succeeds because it works for our acceptance. And the result? Publishers are happy
because they can drive sponsorship revenue. Advertisers are happy because they get seamless distribution. I am
happy because I get relevant, non-invasive, high-quality sponsored content.

So why not apply this system to the rest of the Web?
AdBlock Plus may at first seem like it is  abandoning its principles. But in reality, it is  exposing an ugly existential
threat to the publishing business.

We no longer like consuming content on our publisher's digital properties because it is  not sexy. And so publishers,
the guys we love to consume on Facebook, are hung out to dry because we hate the ad-heavy experience we are
handed on their distribution channels.

AdBlock Plus has the opportunity to rebuild trust between publishers and consumers by empowering the reader.

I can now vote on what content I want to see, how it is  delivered and at what frequency.

I essentially am handing over a rulebook to the advertising community.

ADBLOCK PLUS IS trying to put the human back in the driver's seat.

A platform that gives the consumer a voice in determining what is and is not acceptable could just be the solution
that publishers are craving.

And who knows, maybe your neighbors will not be the only ones collecting coupons in their Sunday paper.
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